
 

WHY WE SET GOALS 

• The Feelings of: 

o Self-confidence 

� Derrick Coleman from Seattle http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=u2HD57z4F8E  

Setting goals is a way that we can be honest with ourselves and understand what we 

really see as a priority. We can use our goals to see what is important to us and who can 

be a positive influence in our life. 

As we set and strive to meet our goals, our self-development can give us confidence and 

an esteem boost. We can look for bigger and more challenging opportunities. 

o Progress 

If we set goals and are unable to reach them, we have the opportunity to reassess and start 

again. It is an important time to reflect on skills and performance, no matter the area of 

life. 

If we achieve our goals, we can see our path from start to present. This progression gives 

us motivation to look for possibilities in the future. As we continually set and work 

towards our goals, it insures we won’t stay complacent and stagnant. Life is about 

continual improvement. 

o Overcoming Challenges 

By setting goals, we can turn a mountain into a hill. We can break up challenges in life 

into small, conquerable tasks that will act as stepping stones for our growth. When we 

overcome challenges, we gain a sense of accomplishment and pride. We realize we are 

able to handle the seemingly insurmountable obstacles life puts in our way. Goals are 

simply how we can do it smarter. 

� Facing the Giants death crawl http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=-sUKoKQlEC4  

 

• The Actions of: 

o Taking Opportunities 

When we have a specific vision of what we want to do, or where we want to go, we look 

for ways to realize that vision; we look for opportunities to act and progress towards our 

goal. Without a clear goal, or vision, we are more hesitant to utilize opportunities for 

personal development; it isn’t as easy to use our experiences and challenges to learn. 

o Leaving Out of Comfort Zones 

Chasing opportunity is inevitably going to bring us outside of our comfort zone. This is a 

good thing. It has been said, “There is no growth in the comfort zone and no comfort in 

the growth zone.” As we are growing, it’s because we are developing skills and 

paradigms that we did not previously have. That is usually a struggle. Outside our 

comfort zone, we are most likely to have meaningful experiences and interactions. Set 

goals that are challenging so you will be pushed to reach your furthest limits. 

o Becoming Responsible 

Setting and work toward goals is a sign of maturity. But to further our mature mentality, 

we need to assume the responsibility of the consequences. Ultimately, if we fail or 

succeed is up to us. Success and failure can be seen as modes of living, not destinations. 

If we are responsible for small, simple tasks every day we can live successfully - which 

means we are living in a manner that is conducive to success. If we try to blame 

circumstance or other variable for our shortcomings, we are living failingly – destined to 

be unhappy and discontent with our life’s current state. Assume responsibility of your 

own life and happiness. Goals can help you notice the small things you can do to live 

successfully. 

 



HOW TO SET GOALS 

• S.M.A.R.T. 
o Michael Jordan said, “When I got cut from the varsity team as a sophomore in high 

school, I learned something.  I knew I never wanted to feel that bad again....So I set 
a goal of becoming a starter on the varsity.  That’s what I focused on all 
summer.  When I worked on my game, that’s what I thought about.  When it 
happened, I set another goal, a reasonable, manageable goal that I could realistically 
achieve if I worked hard enough.” 

o Specific 

Being able to answer all the question words about your goal is important. Know the ins-

and-outs of your goal in detail. Don’t say, “Good grades.” Be specific and say, “A 4.0 or 

3.5.” The clearer your mental image is, the easier it will be to progress towards it. 

If your goal will involve other people, or a team, make sure you know how you will 

communicate with them. Know your timeframe and the probably action you need to take. 

To get good grades you can plan a certain number of hours for homework, attendance in 

classes, etc. 

o Measurable 

Without a way to measure your goal, it’s hard to know if you have achieved it. “Be a 

good person,” is vague and subjective. But, “Say one compliment to my wife every day,” 

is measurable. It’s not all about the statistic, or number, though. An insincere compliment 

might do more harm than good in achieving your goal. Whenever possible, have a way to 

track your progress and accomplishment. 

o Attainable  

In your known situation (with the resources and time you currently have) is your goal 

attainable? This does not mean to limit the grandness of any goal. But if your goal is to 

travel somewhere and you do not have any money, it’s not currently attainable. Those 

kinds of details need to be accounted for so you can set intermediate goals to fulfill any 

missing needs. Developing an attainable can be done by asking yourself how the goal can 

be achieved. 

Being “realistic” isn’t a good way of thinking. Most people and businesses want people 

who can dream and chase after the improbable. People who can not only think outside of 

the box, but out of this planet can help spark such creative ideas and processes. 

Dream and set goals for what may seem impossible. But if you try to jump without 

bending your knees, you cannot go very high. 

Know your strengths and weaknesses to help you determine what your natural talents are. 

Use those to help you decide what kinds of things you want to develop or improve. 

o Relevant 

Your long and short-term goals should be relevant to what you want to ultimately 

accomplish. If you want to make the basketball team, then being able to eat six crackers 

in a minute isn’t particularly vital. Make your goals correlate with your needs and wants. 

Whether personally or other settings of your life, try to imagine what you want and 

connect that with goals now. 

o Timely 

If your goal is timely, it will likely have checkpoints along the way, and then a deadline 

in the end. If you make it this way, it can keep you motivated and energized to finish in 

time. Remember your deadlines and push yourself to meet them, but do not trade quality 

for timeliness. 

Also consider when you’re setting your goal. Is it really an essential thing to be focusing 

on right now? Can it wait? Are there more important things to focus on first? Consider 

these things to make sure your goals are taking up the right amount of time at the right 

time. 



HOW TO ACHIEVE GOALS 

• Urgent vs. Important 

In Urgent vs. Important the Behance Team wrote, “When something is urgent, you rush 

to do it. When something is important, you prioritize it.” 

 

Reference the four-square figure to notice how urgency and importance can be balanced. 

It is essential to remember that these two components of daily tasks and goals need to 

stay balanced. If we only focus on one, we are going to miss essential elements of our 

lives or jobs. 

 

Know how to prioritize your tasks and responsibilities – include knowing how to 

prioritize your life roles – and you will be able to know if something isn’t making “the 

cut.” For example, when you’re playing baseball with your son on a Saturday morning 

and you get a call from the office, know what is more important in that exact moment. 

That doesn’t mean something urgent – like a fire or an accident – won’t take you from 

that bonding time with your son. 

 

As we balance urgency and importance, we are going to make the best off all the aspects 

of our life. We can find the most enjoyment and fulfillment. Balance is the key. 

 

• Focus on Behaviors 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=V2PP3p4_4R8 – Reggie Rivers TED Talk 

 

The actual goal is outside of your control, start focusing on your behaviors. Our behavior 

is within our circle of control. One a daily, weekly and however-periodical basis, we can 

choose how we act. 

 

You can decide if you do your homework, study and show up for the test. You cannot 

decide if your teacher actually marks an A. 

 

Sometimes our goals are too big and intimidating. Aiming for a promotion, a girlfriend or 

a new accomplishment can seem impossible. If we focus on our behavior, we know we 

are completely in control. 

 

“When we’re on a diet, we treat the scale like an oracle dent down from god.” 

 

Your goals let you know you have a long-term perspective. But your behaviors are what 

you need to do today, tomorrow and this week. 


